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ABSTRACTFormalizing geometry theorems in a proof assistant like Coqis hallenging. As emphasized in the literature, the non-degeneray onditions leads to tehnial proofs. In addi-tion, when onsidering higher-dimensions, the amount of in-idene relations (e.g. point-line, point-plane, line-plane) in-due numerous tehnial lemmas. In this paper, we presentan original approah based on the notion of rank whih al-lows to desribe inidene and non-inidene relations suhas equality, ollinearity and oplanarity homogeneously. Itallows to arry out proofs in a more systemati way. To val-idate this approah, we formalize in Coq (using only ranks)one of the fundamental theorems of the projetive spae,namely Desargues' theorem.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsI.2.4 [COMPUTING METHODOLOGIES℄: Knowl-edge Representation Formalisms and Methods; G.4 [MA-THEMATICAL SOFTWARE℄: Certi�ation and test-ing
Keywordsformalization, Desargues, rank, projetive geometry, Coq
1. INTRODUCTIONThis paper deals with formally proving in Coq Desargues'theorem in at least 3-dimensional projetive geometry us-ing the onept of rank. In the longer term, the underlyingobjetive of the presented work onsists in designing a geo-metri formal prover able to handle the non-degeneray on-ditions in geometry, and espeially in geometri onstraintsolving [12, 11℄.Indeed, when designing an objet by the mean of geomet-ri onstraints, one has to orretly and ompletely speifythe shape of the objet. The orresponding onstraint sys-tem an lead to ontraditions and degenerate ases whih
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must be handled properly by the solver as shown in [20℄.The strutural ontraditions are easy to detet, whereasthose resulting from geometri theorems are more di�ultto deal with.We fous on projetive geometry whih is a simple butpowerful enough setting to express arbitrarily omplex prob-lems as shown in [16℄. Moreover, in 3D (or higher) proofsbeome muh more di�ult than in 2D: �rst, Desargues'property beomes a theorem and onsequently all the pro-jetive spaes arise from a division �eld; seond inidenegeometry has to deal not only with points and lines, butalso with planes or, more generally, �ats; third there is aombinatori explosion of ases.We propose to use the onept of rank, whih pro-vides a generi way to desribe inidene relations. In-formally, ranks allow to distinguish between equal/non-equal points, ollinear/non-ollinear points, oplanar/non-oplanar points, et. To validate this approah, we arry outa mehanized proof (using only ranks) of one of the funda-mental theorems of the projetive spae, namely Desargues'theorem.Related work Proof assistants have already been used inthe ontext of geometry. Numerous papers have emphasizedthe importane of the problem of degenerate ases in formalgeometry [8, 15, 10, 19℄. Brandt and Shneider studied howto handle degenerate ases for the orientation prediates inomputational geometry using three valued logi [3℄. Bezemand Hendriks formalized Hessenberg's theorem in Coq [2℄.Guilhot has formalized in Coq a proof of Desargues' theoremin a�ne geometry [10℄. Narboux has formalized in Coq thearea method of Chou, Gao and Zhang [5, 18℄ and applied itto obtain a proof of Desargues' theorem in a�ne geometry.Kusak has formalized in Mizar Desargues' theorem in theFanoian projetive at least 3-dimensional spae [13℄. Theassumption that the spae is Fanoian makes the theoremmore speialized than ours. We have performed a formal-ization of projetive plane geometry in Coq [14℄. The ideaof proving projetive spae theorems with ranks is suggestedby Mihelui and Shrek in [17℄.Outline The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, wepresent the axioms for the projetive at least 3-dimensionalspae. In setion 3, we introdue the onept of rank andanother axiom system to apture projetive geometry usingranks. We show how non-degeneray onditions an be ex-pressed niely using the notion of rank. In setion 4, wepropose a proof of Desargues' theorem purely based on theonept of rank. In setion 5, we present the mehanizationof the proof using the Coq proof assistant [1, 6℄.



2. AXIOM SYSTEMProjetive geometry is a general setting in the hierarhy ofgeometries whih assumes that two lines in a plane alwaysmeet [7, 4℄. We �rst assume that we have two kinds ofobjets (points and lines)1. We then onsider a relation (∈)between elements of these two sets. The following axiomsdesribe projetive at least 3-dimensional spae:Line-Existene ∀A B : Point,∃l : Line, A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ lPash ∀A B C D : Point, ∀lAB lCD lAC lBD : Line,

A 6=B ∧ A 6=C ∧ A 6=D ∧ B 6=C ∧ B 6=D ∧ C 6=D∧
A ∈ lAB ∧ B ∈ lAB ∧ C ∈ lCD ∧ D ∈ lCD∧
A ∈ lAC ∧ C ∈ lAC ∧ B ∈ lBD ∧ D ∈ lBD∧
(∃I : Point, I ∈ lAB ∧ I ∈ lCD) ⇒
(∃J : Point, J ∈ lAC ∧ J ∈ lBD)Three-Points ∀l : Line,∃A B C : Point,

A 6= B ∧ B 6= C ∧ A 6= C ∧ A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ C ∈ lUniqueness ∀A B : Point,∀l m : Line,
A ∈ l ∧ B ∈ l ∧ A ∈ m ∧ B ∈ m ⇒ A = B ∨ l = mLower-Dimension ∃l m : Line, ∀p : Point, p 6∈ l ∨ p 6∈ mPash's axiom ensures that two o-planar lines alwaysmeet. We presented this standard axiom system as a ref-erene, but to ease the formalization in Coq, we propose analternative axiom system based on the notion of rank.

3. RANKSThe onept of rank is a general notion of matroid theory.An integer funtion rk on E is the rank funtion of a matroidif and only if the following onditions are satis�ed:R1 ∀X⊆E, 0≤rk(X)≤|X| (nonnegative and subardinal)R2 ∀XY ⊆E,X ⊆ Y ⇒ rk(X) ≤ rk(Y ) (nondereasing)R3 ∀XY ⊆E, rk(X ∪ Y ) + rk(X ∩ Y ) ≤ rk(X) + rk(Y )(submodular)In projetive geometry, we an de�ne a rank funtion on setsof points whih verify the axioms above: a �at being a setof points losed by the ollinearity relation, the rank of aset of points A is the ardinal of a smallest set generating A(see �gure 1 for examples).
rk{A, B} = 1 A = B
rk{A, B} = 2 A 6= B
rk{A, B, C} = 2 A, B, C are ollinearwith at least two of them distint
rk{A, B, C} ≤ 2 A, B, C are ollinear
rk{A, B, C} = 3 A, B, C are not ollinear
rk{A, B, C, D} = 3 A, B, C, D are o-planar,not all ollinear
rk{A, B, C, D} = 4 A, B, C, D are not o-planar
rk{A, B, C, D, E} ≤ 2 A, B, C, D, E are all ollinearFigure 1: Rank statements and their geometri in-terpretations1Planes are not basi objets in this axiom system, but arede�ned within the theory.

Using this de�nition, one an show that every projetivespae has a matroid struture, but the onverse is not true.In the next setion, we introdue additional axioms to ap-ture 3D or higher projetive geometry.
3.1 A rank-based axiom systemContrary to the axiom system shown in setion 2, we as-sume that we have only one kind of objets, namely points.To apture the whole projetive spae, we need to add somenew axioms to the matroid's ones:Rk-Singleton ∀P : Point, rk{P} ≥ 1Rk-Couple ∀P Q : Point, P 6= Q ⇒ rk{P, Q} ≥ 2Rk-Pash ∀A B C D, rk{A, B, C, D} ≤ 3 ⇒

∃J, rk{A, B, J} = rk{C, D, J} = 2Rk-Three-Points
∀A B,∃C, rk{A, B, C} = rk{B, C} = rk{A, C} = 2Rk-Lower-Dimension ∃A B C D, rk{A, B,C, D} ≥ 4The �rst two ones ensure that the rank funtion is notdegenerate. Rk-Pash is the translation of Pash's axiom:

rk{A, B, C, D} ≤ 3 means these points are oplanar, thusthat the two lines AB and CD interset.Using this axiom system we formally proved all the axiomsof setion 2. In partiular the following Rk-Uniquenesslemma is derivable and an be used to prove the Unique-ness axiom:Lemma 1 (Rk-Uniqueness).
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⇒ rk{M, P} = 1Proof. See setion 6.We an also derive a lemma whih expresses onisely thatfor every point there exists one whih is di�erent, for everyline there exists a point not on this line and for every planethere exists a point not on this plane:Lemma 2 (Constrution).
∀E, rk(E) ≤ 3 ⇒ ∃P, rk(E ∪ {P}) = rk(E) + 1Overall, this axiom system is onvenient as �rst it onlydeals with points and hene the theory is dimension-inde-pendent, seond ranks allow to summarize both positive andnegative assumptions about sets of points homogeneously.

3.2 Proof techniques using ranksIn this setion we desribe two proofs tehniques whihare simple but important to simplify formal proofs.First, all equalities about ranks (say rk(a) = rk(b)) areusually proved in two steps: �rst showing that rk(a) ≤ rk(b)and then that rk(a) ≥ rk(b). Consequently, when stating alemma, it is worth being autious about whether the atualequality is required or if one of the two inequalities is enoughto go on with the proofs. This approah allows to avoid



numerous tehnial lemmas when arrying out the formalproofs in the Coq proof assistant.Seond, in the proving proess, we make often use of ax-iom R3. For instane, if we need to prove a statement like:
rk{A, B, C, D, I} + rk{I} ≤ rk{A, B, I} + rk{C, D, I}we ould be tempted to instantiate axiom R3 with X :=

{A, B, I} and Y := {C, D, I}. But unfortunately, this state-ment is not a diret onsequene of axiom R3. For in-stane A may be equal to C and onsequently {A, B, I} ∩
{C, D, I} = {A, I}. Determining the intersetion of two �-nite sets of points requires to distinguish ases about theequality of these points. This leads to intriate proofs inCoq. Therefore, in the rest of this paper, we shall neveronsider the real set theoretial intersetion but a lower ap-proximation of the intersetion (noted ⊓).Definition 1 (Literal intersetion). Let L1 and
L2 be two sets of points. By de�nition L1 ⊓ L2 is the in-tersetion of the two sets of points onsidered syntatially.Using literal intersetion we an derive a more onvenientversion of axiom R3 whih leads to fewer ase distintions:Lemma 3 (R3-lit).

∀XY, rk(X ∪ Y ) + rk(X ⊓ Y ) ≤ rk(X) + rk(Y )In Coq, it is not possible to de�ne the litteral intersetion.To apture the intent of this lemma we rather use:Lemma 4 (R3-alt).
∀XY I, I ⊆ X ∩ Y ⇒ rk(X ∪ Y ) + rk(I) ≤ rk(X) + rk(Y )This lemma will be used heavily in the next setions.
4. DESARGUES’ THEOREMDesargues' theorem states that:let E be a 3D or higher projetive spae and

A,B,C,A′,B′,C′ be points in E, if the three linesjoining the orresponding verties of triangles
ABC and A′B′C′ all meet in a point O, thenthe three intersetions of pairs of orrespondingsides α, β and γ lie on a line.
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Even though it an be expressed, it is not provable whenE is a plane (this is oherent with the fat that there arenon-Desarguesian projetive planes).
4.1 Proving Desargues’ TheoremThe idea of the proof is lassi: we �rst prove a versionof the theorem where the two triangles are not oplanar, weall it Desargues 3D (see setion 4.2) and then we deduefrom it a version where A, B, C, A′, B′ and C′ lie on a sameplane (Desargues 2D) as shown on �gure 2.

As we will see in the next setion, using the onept ofrank the proof of the 3D version is straightforward and spe-ial ases an be handled smoothly. In setion 4.3, we willshow how we atually build the 2D version and onlude theproof of the original theorem.
4.2 A 3D version of Desargues’ TheoremIn this setion, we prove Desargues' 3D theorem.Theorem 1 (Desargues 3D). Let's onsider two(non degenerate) triangles ABC and abc suh that they areperspetive from a given point O:

rk{A, B, C} = rk{a, b, c} = 3
rk{a, A, O} = rk{b, B, O} = rk{c, C, O} = 2We assume this forms a non planar �gure:

rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4and de�ne three points α, β, γ suh that:
rk{A, B, γ} = rk{a, b, γ} = 2
rk{A, C, β} = rk{a, c, β} = 2
rk{B, C, α} = rk{b, c, α} = 2Under these assumptions, rk{α, β, γ} ≤ 2 holds.Proof of Desargues 3D.Lemma 5. rk{A, B, C, α} = 3Proof. By assumption rk{A, B, C} = 3, hene using ax-iom R2, rk{A, B, C, α} ≥ 3. Moreover using R3-alt wehave:

rk{A, B,C, α} + rk{B, C} ≤ rk{A, B, C} + rk{α, B, C}
rk{A, B, C, α} + 2 ≤ 3 + 2Hene, we an onlude that rk{A, B, C, α} = 3. Similarproofs an be done with β and γ.Lemma 6. rk{A, B, C, α, β} = 3Proof. First, using axiom R2 and lemma 5 we have

rk{A, B, C, α, β} ≥ 3. Seond, using R3-alt we have:
rk{A, B, C, α, β} + rk{A, B, C}

≤ rk{A, B,C, α} + rk{A, B, C, β}
rk{A, B, C, α, β} + 3 ≤ 3 + 3Hene, we an onlude that rk{A, B, C, α, β} = 3.Lemma 7. rk{A, B, C, α, β, γ} = rk{a, b, c, α, β, γ} = 3Proof. The proof is similar to lemma 6.Lemma 8. rk{A, B, C, a, b, c, α, β, γ} ≥ 4Proof. By assumption rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4, hene us-ing axiom R2, rk{A, B, C, a, b, c, α, β, γ} ≥ 4.Using these lemmas we an onlude the proof:From R3-alt we know that:

rk{A, B, C, a, b, c, α, β, γ} + rk{α, β, γ}
≤ rk{A, B, C, α, β, γ} + rk{a, b, c, α, β, γ}Hene, using lemmas 7 and 8 rk{α, β, γ} ≤ 2 holds.

4.3 Lifting from 2D to 3DIn this setion, we prove the 2D version of Desargues usingthe 3D version.



4.3.1 StatementMost assumptions are the same as in the 3D version. Let'sonsider two triangles ABC and A′B′C′ suh that they areperspetive from a given point O:
rk{A, B, C} = rk{A′, B′, C′} = 3

rk{A′, A, O} = rk{B′, B, O} = rk{C′, C, O} = 2We de�ne three points α, β, γ suh that:
rk{A, B, γ} = rk{A′, B′, γ} = 2
rk{A, C, β} = rk{A′, C′, β} = 2
rk{B, C, α} = rk{B′, C′, α} = 2Contrary to the 3D ase, we assume this forms a planar�gure:
rk{A, B, C, A

′

, B
′

, C
′

, O} = 3In addition to these assumptions whih are losely relatedto those of Desargues' 3D theorem, the following non-degeneray onditions are required:
rk{A, B, O} = rk{A, C, O} = rk{B, C, O} = 3

rk{A, A′} = rk{B, B′} = rk{C, C′} = 2Desargues' theorem states that, under these assumptions,
rk{α, β, γ} ≤ 2 holds.
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Figure 2: Desargues' theorem (3D extrusion)
A,B,C,A′,B′,C′,O,α,β and γ are o-planar. If P is thesun, triangle abc then asts its shadow in A′B′C′.
4.3.2 Informal ProofWe have to lift triangle A′B′C′ into a new triangle abcwhih is not oplanar with triangle ABC in order to havea on�guration of points in whih Desargues' 3D theoreman be applied. The onstrution is shown in �gure 2. Hereare the main steps: we �rst onstrut a point P whih liesoutside the plane formed by A, B, C, A′, B′, C′ and O. Weknow suh a point P exists thanks to lemma 2. We thenbuild a line inident to P and O (the point from whihtriangles ABC and A′B′C′ are perspetive) and onsidera third point o on this line (axiom Rk-Three-Points en-sures suh a point exists and is di�erent from both O and
P ). We onstrut a new point a as the intersetion of lines
PA′ and oA. We know these two lines interset beause of

Pash's axiom and the fat that lines AA′ and Po intersetin O. We do the same to onstrut points b and c. ApplyingDesargues' 3D theorem to ABC and abc requires to makesure we have a non-degenerate 3D �gure and that abc is anon-degenerate triangle. We also have to make sure α de-�ned as the intersetion of lines BC and B′C′ is the sameas the α of Desargues' 3D theorem whih is the intersetionof BC and bc. This requirement an be satis�ed by simplyproving that α is inident to bc. The same requirement ap-plies for β and γ. Overall, we have to prove the followingstatements whih are requirements to apply Desargues' 3Dversion (proofs are given in appendix B). Note that whenapplying the theorem, the point o plays the role of point O.
rk{A, B, C} = rk{a, b, c} = 3

rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4
rk{a, b, γ} = rk{a, c, β} = rk{b, c, α} = 2

rk{A, B, γ} = rk{A, C, β} = rk{B, C, α} = 2

4.3.3 General LemmasMost proofs are fairly tehnial, simply using the ma-troid axioms of rank. However, some lemmas an be high-lighted, espeially for their generiity and their pervasive usethroughout the proofs. Among them, some stability lemmasstate that one of the points of a set haraterizing a �at (e.ga plane or the whole spae) an be replaed by another onebelonging to this �at.Lemma 9 (Plane representation hange).
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⇒ rk{M, B, C, P} = 4This lemma is heavily used to prove all possible state-ments expressing that P lies outside the plane formed by
A, B, C, A′, B, C′, O.Other lemmas about oplanarity and also upper boundon ranks when merging a plane and a line are onvenient aswell. They ould form the basis of an automation proedurewhen doing omputer-heked formal proofs.
5. FORMALIZATION IN COQWe mehanize the proof of Desargues' theorem using theCoq proof assistant whih implements a higher order intu-itionisti logi based on type theory. In suh a proof assis-tant, every step of reasoning is proposed by the user butheked by the system. It dramatially inreases the reli-ability of the proofs ompared to paper-and-penil proofs.In addition, during the development proess, being able tohange the axiom system easily is very onvenient. Proofsan be automatially reheked by the system and hangesonly require minor rewriting of the proofs.The formalization in Coq of our axiom system is quitestraightforward2 . To inrease reusability of the proofs wede�ne it as a module type of Coq's module system (see �g-ure 3). This module depends on DecPoints whih de�nesthe type of points with a deidable equality.In Coq, Desargues' theorem an be stated as follows:Theorem Desargues xD' :
∀ A' B' C' A B C O alpha beta gamma : Point ,rk (tripleABC ) = 3 → rk (tripleA'B'C' ) = 3 →2For lak of spae, some tehnial details are omitted here.



Module Type RankProjetiveSpae (DePoints: Usu-alDeidableType)....Parameter rk : set of points → nat.Axiom matroid1 a : ∀ X , rk X ≥ 0.Axiom matroid1 b : ∀ X , rk X ≤ ardinal X .Axiom matroid2 : ∀ X Y , Subset X Y → rk X ≤ rk Y .Axiom matroid3 : ∀ X Y ,rk(union X Y ) + rk(inter X Y ) ≤ rk X + rk Y .Axiom rk singleton : ∀ P , rk (singleton P) ≥ 1.Axiom rk ouple : ∀ P Q , P 6=Q → rk(ouple P Q) ≥ 2.Axiom pash : ∀ A B C D, rk (quadruple A B C D) ≤ 3 →
∃ J , rk (triple A B J ) = 2 ∧ rk (triple C D J ) = 2.Axiom three points : ∀ A B , ∃ C ,rk (triple A B C ) = 2 ∧ rk (ouple B C ) = 2 ∧ rk (oupleA C ) = 2.Parameter P0 P1 P2 P3 : Point .Axiom lower dim : rk (quadruple P0 P1 P2 P3 ) ≥ 4.End RankProjetiveSpae.Figure 3: De�nition of projetive spae geometrywith ranks in Coqrk (tripleABO) = 3 → rk (tripleACO) = 3 →rk (tripleBCO) = 3 → rk (tripleAA'O) = 2 →rk (tripleBB'O) = 2 → rk (tripleCC'O) = 2 →rk (oupleAA') = 2 → rk (oupleBB') = 2 →rk (oupleCC' ) = 2 → rk (tripleABgamma) = 2 →rk (tripleA'B'gamma) = 2 → rk (tripleACbeta) = 2 →rk (tripleA'C'beta) = 2 → rk (tripleBCalpha) = 2 →rk (tripleB'C'alpha) = 2 →rk (triple alpha beta gamma) ≤ 2.On the tehnial side, de�ning our axiom system basedon ranks requires a formal desription of the onept of setsof points. As our development manipulates only �nite sets,we use the development FSets of Filliâtre and Letouzey [9℄.Sine the provided set equality di�ers from standard (Leib-niz) Coq equality, we have to prove that rk is a morphismwith respet to set equality.Overall, our development onsists of more than 6000 linesand 200 lemmas and their formal proofs organized as shownin the �gures below. The proof of Desargues' theorem initself is relatively onise beause we proved some generilemmas and reused them e�iently taking advantage of thesymmetries in the statement of Desargues' theorem.3D 2D Framework Totallines of Coq spes 215 450 777 1442lines of Coq proofs 963 976 2331 4670
6. CONCLUSIONSWe proposed a new way to express niely inidene re-lations in a 3D setting thanks to ranks and designed anaxiom system to apture projetive geometry using ranks.We suessfully applied it to prove Desargues' theorem. Wepresented proof engineering tehniques whih allow to haveproofs of reasonable size. In the future, we plan to studyhow the notion of rank an be used to automatially deriveinidene properties. We believe that the generiity of thenotation will help the automation proess.Availability The full Coq development is available at thefollowing url: http://galapagos.gforge.inria.fr/
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APPENDIX

A. PROOFS RELEVANT TO THE FIRST
SECTIONLemma 10 (Rk-Uniqueness).

∀ABCDMP,
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B

B

B
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rk{A, B} = 2
rk{C, D} = 2

rk{A, B, M} ≤ 2
rk{C, D, M} ≤ 2
rk{A, B, P} ≤ 2
rk{C, D, P} ≤ 2

rk{A, B,C, D} ≥ 3

1

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

⇒ rk{M, P} = 1Proof. Using R3-alt we have:
rk{A, B, M, P} + rk{A, B} ≤ rk{A, B, M} + rk{A, B, P}Hene rk{A, B, M, P} = 2, similarly we an show that

rk{C, D, M, P} = 2. Moreover rk{A, B, C, D, M, P} ≥ 3 as
rk{A, B, C, D} ≥ 3 and {A, B, C, D} ⊆ {A, B, C, D, M, P}.Finally, using R3-alt we have:
rk{A, B, C, D, M, P} + rk{M, P}

≤ rk{A, B, M, P} + rk{C, D, M, P}Hene: 3 + rk{M, P} ≤ 2 + 2.Our development is based on matroid axioms R1, R2 andR3. But one an prove that they are equivalent to the fol-lowing set of axioms:R1' rk(∅) = 0R2' rk(X) ≤ rk(X ∪ {x}) ≤ rk(X) + 1R3' rk(X ∪ {y}) = rk(X ∪ {z}) = rk(X) ⇒ rk(X) =
rk(X ∪ {y, z})Lemma 11 (Lower Dimension).
∃ABCD,∀M, rk{A, B, M} 6= 2 ∨ rk{C, D, M} 6= 2Proof. Using axiom Rk-Lower-Dimension, we obtain

A,B,C and D suh that rk{A, B, C, D} = 4.Suppose that rk{A, B, M} = 2 and rk{C, D, M} = 2.Using R3-alt we have that:
rk{A, B, C, D, M} + rk{M} ≤ rk{A, B, M}+ rk{C, D, M}Hene rk{A, B, C, D, M} ≤ 3, whih is in ontradition with
rk{A, B, C, D} = 4.Lemma 12 (Constrution).

∀E, rk(E) ≤ 3 ⇒ ∃P, rk(E ∪ {P}) = rk(E) + 1Proof. Consider E suh that rk(E) ≤ 3. Using axiomRk-Lower-Dimension we obtain A,B,C and D suh that
rk{A, B, C, D} = 4. Using R2' we know that rk(E) ≤
rk(E ∪ {A}) ≤ rk(E) + 1 and similarly for B,C and D.Suppose that rk(E ∪ {A}) = rk(E ∪ {B}) = rk(E ∪
{C}) = rk(E ∪ {D}) = rk(E), then we would obtain
rk(E ∪ {A, B, C, D}) = rk(E) by repeated appliations ofR3'. This is in ontradition with rk{A, B, C, D} = 4 sine
rk(E) ≤ 3. Hene there exists a P suh that rk(E ∪{P}) =
rk(E) + 1.

B. PROVING DESARGUES’ 2D THEOREMWe remind the reader of the properties we need to provein order to apply Desargues' 3D theorem, namely:
rk{A, B, C} = rk{a, b, c} = 3

rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4
rk{a, b, γ} = rk{a, c, β} = rk{b, c, α} = 2

rk{A, B, γ} = rk{A, C, β} = rk{B, C, α} = 2Statements rk{A, B, γ} = rk{A, C, β} = rk{B, C, α} = 2and rk{A, B, C} = 3 are assumptions of the Desargues' 2Dtheorem, therefore their proofs are immediate.
B.1 Preliminary LemmasWe remind the reader that A, B, C, A′, B′, C′ and O liein the same plane. P is a point outside this plane. o is athird point on the line OP . The point a is de�ned as theintersetion of lines PA′ and oA. Points b and c are de�nedin a similar way. In this setting, the following lemmas hold:Lemma 13. rk{A′,B′,O}=rk{A′,C′,O}=rk{B′,C′,O}=3Lemma 14. rk{A′, B′, O, P} = rk{A′, B′, O, o} = 4Lemma 15. rk{A, B, O, a} ≥ 4 rk{A, A′, C, a} ≥ 4Lemma 16. rk{A, B, O, b} ≥ 4 rk{A, B, O, c} ≥ 4Lemma 17. rk{o, a} = rk{o, b} = rk{o, c} = 2Lemma 18. rk{a, c, A, C, β} = rk{a, c, A′, C′, β} = 3

B.2 Proving Desargues’ 3D assumptionsLemma 19.
rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4Proof. By lemma 16, we have rk{A, B, O, b} >= 4,hene rk{A, B, C, O, b} ≥ 4. Using axiom R3-alt, we have:

rk{A, B, C, b} + rk{A, B, C, O}
≥ rk{A, B, C, O, b} + rk{A, B, C}

rk{A, B, C, b} + 3 ≥ 4 + 3Consequently we have rk{A, B, C, b} ≥ 4 and applying ax-iom R2 twie, it leads to rk{A, B, C, a, b, c} ≥ 4.Lemma 20. rk{a, b, c} = 3Proof. By axiom R1 we have rk{a, b, c} ≤ 3.Let's prove rk{a, b, c} ≥ 3.By axiom R3-alt, we have:
rk{a, b, c, o, A, B} + rk{o, C, c}

≥ rk{A, B, C, o, a, b, c} + rk{o, c}
rk{a, b, c, o, A, B}+ 2 ≥ 4 + 2, hene rk{a, b, c, o, A,B} ≥ 4.Again, using axiom R3-alt we have:
rk{a, b, c, o, A} + rk{o, B, b} ≥ rk{a, b, c, o, A, B} + rk{o, b}
rk{a, b, c, o, A} + 2 >= 4 + 2, hene rk{a, b, c, o, A} ≥ 4.Applying axiom R3-alt one last time yields:
rk{a, b, c} + rk{o, A, a} ≥ rk{a, b, c, o, A} + rk{a}
rk{a, b, c} + 2 ≥ 4 + 1, hene rk{a, b, c} ≥ 3.Note that this proof relies on the fats that rk{o, b} = 2 and
rk{o, c} = 2 whih are proved as lemma 17.Lemma 21. rk{a, b, γ} = rk{a, c, β} = rk{b, c, α} = 2Proof. Using axiom R3-alt, we have:
rk{a, c, A,C, β} + rk{a, c, A′, C′, β}

≥ rk{a, c, A,C, A′, C′, β} + rk{a, c, β}We have rk{a, c, A, C, A′, C′, β} ≥ 4 using axiom R2 andlemma 15. Using lemma 18, we obtain rk{a, c, β} ≤ 2.As rk{a, c} = 2 (beause rk{a, b, c} = 3), we onlude
rk{a, c, β} = 2. Proofs for α and γ are the same.


